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Meet Dr. Electric

Dr. Electric is a scientist who discovers things to make inventions.
In Dr. Electric's lab, he writes in his drawing board. Dr. Electric is drawing a Rube Goldberg machine to throw away trash.
He finally finishes his sketch and starts to make a prototype. He follows his sketch so he can have the best trash disposer.
"I am finished with my prototype," he said, "I am ready to test." Dr. Electric tested his invention twenty times. They were all failures.
He tried one more time. Dr. Electric succeeded! He said, "This machine will take care of me."
This saying means that people will buy his invention which costs money. He will sell enough machines to survive.
Dr. Electric's invention was so successful that news spread all the way across the world. Dr. Electric became rich!
Like Dr. Electric, if you don't succeed try, try again. If you keep trying your invention might work.
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